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Abstract—Dual-Radio Simultaneous Access (DRSA) is an
emerging topic in Software Deﬁned Radio (SDR) in which two
SDRs are running simultaneously on a shared hardware, typically
a heterogeneous Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC). Each
SDR has a independent hard latency and/or throughput requirement and needs rigorous timing analysis. Moreover, SDRs are
often modeled in enriched variants of dataﬂow to accommodate
the growing dynamic execution of SDRs, making it a challenge
to perform timing analysis on them.
This paper considers the preemptive Fixed Priority Scheduling (FPS) of SDRs modeled in Mode-Controlled Dataﬂow. To the
best of our knowledge this is the ﬁrst attempt on static timing
analysis of FPS for a (semi-)dynamic variant of synchronous
dataﬂow. We propose a two-phase algorithm to determine the
worst-case response time of an actor. We demonstrate our analysis
results for a DRSA case study of two 4G-LTE receivers.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

A Software Deﬁned Radio (SDR) is constituted of an
iterative pipeline of processes conditioned by complex data
dependencies. Dual-Radio Simultaneous Access (DRSA) is a
multi-radio modem [10] in which we consider two SDRs (4GLTE receivers in our case) to run simultaneously on a heterogeneous Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC). On one
hand the individual SDRs have hard latency and/or throughput
requirements. On the other hand the underlying platform
needs to conform to strict power consumption and chip area
constraints. To balance between the timing requirements and
hardware constraints, we need rigorous timing analysis.
SDRs are often modeled using dataﬂow graphs [8], [5].
Conventionally, the nodes (called actors) model computation
(ex. tasks), while edges model inter-actor dependencies. The
actors communicate across edges by consuming and producing
tokens from and onto edges connecting them to other actors
in the graph. We use an initial placement of tokens on the
edges to depict inter-iteration dependencies between actors. We
observe that static dataﬂow proves insufﬁcient in describing the
dynamism in the execution of a 4G-LTE receiver [6]. Instead,
we use an enriched variant of dataﬂow called Mode-Controlled
Dataﬂow (MCDF) [5]. MCDF is a restricted variant of Boolean
Data Flow (BDF) [1] which introduces certain special actors
that conditionally consume (or produce) tokens from (or on)
speciﬁc edges depending on the mode of its execution.
This paper addresses preemptive Fixed Priority Scheduling
(FPS) of MCDF graphs assuming a ﬁxed mapping of actors
to processors. We focus on our DSRA case study where
we have two 4G-LTE receivers running simultaneously on
a shared MPSoC. We propose a two-phase FPS analysis
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approach consisting of an initial coarse-grained analysis and a
subsequent ﬁne-grained analysis.
FP-Scheduling: Static vs Mode-controlled dataﬂow Depending on the consumption and production rates of actors
in a graph one can classify a static dataﬂow graph as either
single-rate (consumption and production is always 1), multirate (consumption and production is constant), or cyclo-static
(consumption and production change in a deterministic iterative manner) [5]. Note that, one can always convert a multi-rate
or cyclo-static graph into an equivalent single-rate graph.
Several techniques exist to analyze FPS of static dataﬂow
graphs since all actors execute a ﬁxed (or deterministic) number of times per iteration. One may thus extract an execution
model per actor as done in [9], [11] to perform response time
analysis. Alternatively one may condition the dataﬂow graph
such that for a particular actor, the self-timed execution (ﬁring
as soon as input is available on all incoming edges) of the
graph thereafter demonstrates the worst-case interference that
actor may cause to the execution of a lower priority actor [4].
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FP-Scheduling for MCDF: A motivating example

However, in an MCDF graph the ﬁrings of actors are
dependent on the mode in which an iteration of the graph is
executing. For instance, consider the MCDF graph in Figure
1(a). Actors src, snk, mc, sw and sl execute in every mode.
However actors sw and sl are special actors called switch
and select, respectively, and will, respectively, produce and
consume tokens on speciﬁc edges depending on the mode in
which they ﬁre. The mode of ﬁring is conveyed to them within
the tokens they receive from the special actor mc, known as
the mode controller. Depending on the mode in which sw and
sl ﬁre, either a executes or b and c execute.
The MCDF graph is also associated with one or more
recurring mode sequences that deﬁne the sequence of mode
changes. While mode changes within a mode sequence are
deterministic, at the end of the sequence the graph may observe
a transition to any associated mode sequence or execute in
the same mode sequence again. This semi-dynamic execution
behavior makes it difﬁcult to infer the maximum interference
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the execution of actors in an MCDF graph cause to the
execution of other actors running on the same processor. For
instance, assume that actors a and c execute at a higher priority
than an actor x of another graph. It is not trivial to compute the
worst-case response time of x as it is unclear as to which actor
between a and c (or perhaps both) interferes with the execution
of x. On one hand we may exploit the information in a mode
sequence to help determine the interference by a and c on the
execution of x within that mode-sequence; on the other hand,
the transition between mode sequences themselves is nondeterministic making it difﬁcult to compute the interference
to x across mode sequence transitions.
II.

M ODE -C ONTROLLED DATAFLOW

We now give an overview of Mode-Controlled Dataﬂow
(MCDF), which is a restricted form of Boolean Dataﬂow
(BDF) [1]. MCDF allows for mode switching without compromising the properties that make a graph amenable to temporal
analysis, as is in Synchronous Dataﬂow (SDF) [3]. ScenarioAware Dataﬂow (SADF) [7] is a similar dataﬂow variant, but
instead of having special mode-dependent actors, they have a
set of scenarios each with its own graph conﬁguration, and
neatly deﬁned transitions from one scenario to another.
A dataﬂow graph is a directed graph constructed using
actors, directed edges, and an initial placement of tokens. The
edges connect two actor via incoming and outgoing ports1 . In
MCDF, we categorize ports as either modal or amodal. While
amodal ports produce (or consume) tokens in every ﬁring of its
actor, modal ports produce (or consume) only when an actor
is ﬁring in a speciﬁc mode. The canonical form of MCDF
[5] deﬁnes only two special MCDF actors, namely switch and
select, that can have modal ports while all other actors have
only amodal ports. A switch actor has one amodal incoming
port and one or more modal outgoing ports. Conversely, a
select actor has one amodal outgoing port and one or more
modal incoming ports. Every switch and select in a graph also
has a control port via which it connects to a mode controller
actor. The mode controller produces a token per outgoing port
in every iteration which contains information of the mode in
which a switch or select actor will ﬁre when consuming it.
An MCDF graph contains one mode controller and an
arbitrary number of selects and switches. We say an actor
belongs to a particular mode if it is connected to a modal
port or another actor of that mode. We do not allow an actor
to belong to more than one mode. Switches and selects do not
belong to any mode themselves but serve as interfaces between
actors belonging to some mode and those that do not belong
to any mode. Figure 1(a) depicts an MCDF graph with a mode
controller mc, one switch sw, and one select actor sl. Actor
a belongs to mode 1, and actors b and c belong to mode 2.
Actors src and snk do not belong to any mode.
Mode sequence: For simplicity, assume that the consumption and production rates of all actors in Figure 1(a) is 1.
Effectively, each iteration of the graph corresponds to a single
mode of execution. A modal sub-graph represents the subset
of the graph that executes in a speciﬁc mode as shown in
1 We do not show ports on the actors in a graph to unclutter the Figures.
However, we have shown ports in Figure 1(b) for better understanding the
special MCDF actors
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Figure 2. A mode sequence deﬁnes an order of modes in which
the switch and select actors will execute. For a given mode
sequence we can unroll the graph such that it represents the
execution of the graph across the entire mode sequence as
shown in Figure 3(a). A graph can be also associated to a
recurring mode sequence such that after executing an iteration
corresponding to the last mode in the sequence, a graph
continues to execute starting from the ﬁrst mode in the mode
sequence and iterating through the entire sequence thereafter,
as depicted in Figure 3(b). Given a valid mode sequence for
an MCDF graph one can always derive an equivalent unrolled
static dataﬂow graph [12]. Typically a graph is associated
with one or more recurring mode sequences. We can use a
regular expression to represent recurring mode sequences and
is equivalent to the ﬁnite state machine in SADF [7].
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Fig. 2. (a) Switch and select actor representation. (b) Modal sub-graph for
mode 2 of the MCDF graph in Figure 1(a)

Input frames of a 4G-LTE receiver consist of exactly
14 sub-frames. Each sub-frame executes in some particular
mode of the LTE-receiver. Thus we have multiple modesequences each of length 14 and representing the execution
of a complete frame. If s1 , s2 , ..., sn represents the n possible
mode sequences for a frame, we express this recurring set
of mode sequences as (s1 |s2 |...|sn )∗ . In this paper we only
consider MCDF graphs that are associated with recurring mode
sequences of same length.
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Fig. 3. (s) Unroll of graph in Figure 1(a) for mode sequence [1,2]; (b) Unroll
of graph in Figure 1(a) for recurring mode sequence [1,2]*

Dominant periodic source: The MCDF graphs in this
paper assume a dominant periodic source, i.e. there exists an
actor such that there is a token-less path from it to all other
actors in the graph and that the critical cycle (cycle with the
largest cycle ratio [4]) contains this actor. A dominant periodic
source deﬁnes an upper and lower bound to the execution of
actors in the graph which is periodic. Moreira et al [5] shows
that the lower bound on the ﬁring of actors is given by their
self-timed schedule (actors ﬁre as soon as they have sufﬁcient
input) assuming best case execution times. Meanwhile, they
show that the upper bound on the ﬁring of actor is given by
the static-periodic schedule (actors ﬁre according to a strict
period) assuming worst-case execution times.
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III.

A NALYZING FPS OF MCDF

We now propose our technique to analyze the response time
of a lower priority actor sharing the processor with one or more
higher priority actors of MCDF graphs. We ﬁrst provide an
overview of a recent static-analysis technique for FPS of static
dataﬂow graphs [4]. We then extend this analysis to MCDF
graphs using a two-phase analysis approach.

edges src1 to src2 (and vice-versa) with one initial token to
represent the self-edge on the src actor in the individual modal
subgraphs in Figure 2. Similarly, we have added an edge with
an initial token from sw1 to sw2 (and vice-versa) and from
sl1 to sl2 (and vice-versa), respectively.
݉ܿͳ

In our DRSA case-study we consider that only actors that
represent computational units are mapped on to a processor
of the underlying platform. Note that the mode controller, and
the switch and select actors represent decision points of graph
execution but do not represent any computation themselves.
Each actor mapped on to a processor is assigned a unique
priority on that processor and migration is not permitted.
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Merging individual modal sub-graphs

A. FPS analysis for static dataﬂow
The response time analysis technique for FPS of static
dataﬂow graphs in [4] characterizes the graph of a higher
priority actor such that we: (a) Assume worst-case execution
time for the high priority actor; (b) Assume best-case execution
time for all other actors; (c) Block the ﬁrst ﬁring of the high
priority actor until the upper bound on its ﬁring time given by
its static periodic schedule; (d) Assume the time of release of
the blocked actor to coincide with the critical instant.

Similarly, we can also merge the unrolled graphs of individual recurring mode sequences associated with an MCDF graph.
When merging modal sub-graphs, we do not add dependencies
between modal actors since they only exist in a particular subgraph. However we must account dependencies across unrolled
graphs for modal actors as a mode may exist in different mode
sequences. For instance, note the dependencies between actors
a1 1 , a2 1 , a2 2 for the merging the unrolled graphs for modes
sequences [1, 1]∗ and [1, 2]∗ in Figure 5.

The self-timed execution of the graph of a higher priority
actor after the above characterization demonstrates the worstcase interference the higher priority actor may cause to the
execution of a lower priority actor. By obtaining the worst-case
interference from each higher priority actor, we can compute
the worst-case response time of the lower priority actor.
B. Challenges in extending FPS analysis to MCDF
The blocking time of a high priority actor proposed in
[4] is determined by computing a static-periodic schedule [5]
of its graph. One cannot directly compute the static-periodic
schedule of an MCDF graph, but instead we need to obtain a
static-dataﬂow equivalent of the MCDF graph that preserves
the execution dependencies within individual mode-sequences
and across all possible transitions between mode sequences.
The other challenge in FPS analysis for MCDF is that
the transitions from one mode sequence to another mode
sequence are not known apriori. Therefore one must explore
all possible transitions across mode sequences to infer the
maximum interference the execution of actors in an MCDF
graph can cause to the execution of a low priority actor of
another graph. Furthermore, the execution of the low priority
actor may suffer interference from multiple iterations of the
MCDF graph, thereby exponentially increasing the number of
traces. We now discuss how we tackle each of these challenges.
1) Static periodic schedule for MCDF: To obtain a staticdataﬂow equivalent of an MCDF graph we ﬁrst obtain modal
sub-graph per mode where each modal sub-graph is a static
dataﬂow graph. We then merge the modal sub-graphs such that
any inter-iteration dependency (edge with initial tokens) in a
sub-graph must be reﬂected across all other sub-graphs.
For instance, Figure 4 depicts the merge of the modal
subgraphs of Figure 2. Note that, for instance, we have added
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Merging unrolled graphs of individual mode sequences

We now ﬁnd a static periodic schedule for the ﬁnal merged
graph such that the start of ﬁring of an actor in the static
periodic schedule assuming worst-case execution gives an
upper bound to the start of ﬁring of the actor in any valid
self-timed execution of the original MCDF graph. This upperbound can be used as the blocking time for a high priority
actor in the response time analysis proposed in [4] to obtain
the maximum load of the high priority actor on its processor.
2) Obtaining the worst-case interference trace: Instead of
exploring all possible traces to obtain the maximum load, we
propose a two step analysis where we ﬁrst perform a coarsegrained analysis, and then proceed to explore only a few traces
to reﬁne our response time results.
Coarse-grained analysis: If ng,v instances of an actor v
with worst-case execution time τ̂v occur in an unrolled graph
g with a maximum cycle ratio (MCR) μg , then we say that
v imposes a load of ng,v × τ̂v per time period μg . Note that
the MCR of unrolled graph is equal to the length of the mode
sequence times the MCR of the original MCDF graph. Similar
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to traditional periodic event models, we now attribute a coarsegrained load proﬁle (cv , Tv ) to an actor v such that:
cv = max(ni,v · τv ),
i∈U




(1)

v∈HP



r̂(x)
 · cv
Tv

C. Algorithm Complexity
Our coarse-grained analysis employs conventional ﬁxedpoint analysis for FP-scheduling which is NP-Hard [2]. Meanwhile, [4] does not address the complexity of its proposed FPS
analysis as it is difﬁcult to deﬁne sufﬁciently large simulation
time that accommodates the entire execution of the low priority
actor. Since DRSA case study considered in this paper we
use slot ﬁlling only for the last iteration of the high-priority
graph, the length of the simulation trace only need to cover
one iteration of the graph. Unfortunately, we suspect that FPS
of more than two MCDF graphs will signiﬁcantly increase
the complexity of the analysis as we may have to iteratively
perform our ﬁne-grained analysis until the result converges.
E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present the experiments for our DualRadio Simultaneous-Access case study in which we consider
two 4G-LTE receivers running in parallel with actors of one
receiver having priority than the other. Figure 6 is taken from
[6] and shows the MCDF graph of the 4G-LTE receiver. In
our case study, while most components of a 4G-LTE receiver
have dedicated resources, the ChEF and M IM O actors of
both 4G-LTE receivers are mapped to the same resource.
Table I presents the computed response times using only
our coarse-grained analysis vis-a-vis our complete response
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(2)

Fine-grained analysis: The coarse-grained response time
analysis above assumes the entire load cv executes as a single
contiguous block within a period Tv and thus assumes the
remainder of the period as a contiguous block of potentially
idle time that the low priority task may execute in. However,
as the period Tv may span across multiple iterations of the
original MCDF graph in which instances of the high priority
actor v may execute after irregular intervals. Consequently our
coarse grained response time response time result may also be
non-conservative. To obtain an accurate conservative bound
on the worst-case response time, we switch to our ﬁne grained
analysis in which we employ the slot-ﬁlling based response
time analysis proposed in [4]. Note, however, that we choose
the blocking times as described in section III-B1. Also note
that we only need to perform our ﬁne grained analysis for the
last iteration of the high priority graph.

IV.





Once we obtain the coarse-grained load proﬁle of every
actor in the set of all higher priority actors HP we can
compute a pessimistic worst-case response time r̂(x) of a
lower priority actor x using the ﬁxed point computation for
traditional response time analysis of periodic task systems:
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where U is the set of all unrolled graphs of the original MCDF
graph of v, and Tv = μg where μg is the maximum cycle ratio
of an unrolled graph g ∈ U for any of the mode sequences.

r̂(x) = τ̂x +
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R ESPONSE TIME RESULTS

Execution
Time
30
15
30
30

Coarse-grained
response times
810
795
810
810

Fine-grained
response times
1080
1020
1080
1080

time analysis. We see a signiﬁcant gain is performing our
complete response time analysis.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we consider a Dual-Radio Simultaneous
Access (DRSA) case study where the MCDF graphs of two
4G-LTE receivers are scheduled on a heterogeneous MPSoC
under preemptive ﬁxed priority scheduling. We show why it is
not trivial to determine the worst-case interference an actor of
an MCDF graph can cause to the execution of a lower priority
actor of another graph. We propose a two-phase response
time analysis technique consisting if a coarse-grained analysis
followed by ﬁne-grained reﬁnement to obtain a conservative
worst-case response time of an actor in our MCDF setting.
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